
TASK HUMAN CONDITION (50% of your GCSE) LAYERS (50% of your GCSE)

AO1 (20%) Artist research and analysis Artist research and analysis

a A detailed copy of an artwork by an artist that relates to your chosen 

theme E.g. Laura Ferguson / Under the skin

A detailed copy of an artwork by an artist that relates to your chosen theme E.g. Kurt Jackson / 

Out to Sea

b Choose two images by one of your chosen artists and write about the 

CONTENT/MOOD/PROCESS for each - how does the work relate to your 

ideas? How has it inspired the development of your own ideas?

Choose two images by one of your chosen artists and write about 

the CONTENT/MOOD/PROCESS - how does the work relate to your ideas? How has it inspired 

the development of your own work?

AO2 (20%) Experimenting with materials and technique Experimenting with materials and technique

c Using your own imagery/photograph - produce a response in the style of 

your artist using appropriate materials e.g. mixed media and chalk

Using your own imagery/photograph - produce a response in the style of your artist using 

appropriate materials e.g. oil pastel or watercolour

d Working from one of your photographs, choose one or more following 

drawing techniques: TONAL/CROSS HATCHED/STIPPLED

Working from one of your photographs, choose one or more following drawing techniques: 

TONAL/CROSS HATCHED/STIPPLED

e A mini final piece (dress rehearsal) in the style of your chosen artists, using 

appropriate materials (clear links to AO1 and AO3)

A mini final piece (dress rehearsal) in the style of your chosen artists, using appropriate 

materials (clear links to AO1 and AO3)

AO3 (20%) Observations / drawings / mind maps / photos Observations / drawings / mind maps / photos

f 1: Creative MIND MAP for HUMAN Condition – refer to Ppt 'what does it 

mean to be human?' that is in CLASS MATERIALS on teams

2: a 2nd mind map focussing on your chosen theme eg identity / under the 

skin / inner mind & clear explanation why you chose it.

1: Creative mind map for LAYERS that looks at all 5 themes, Out to Sea

Wild walks, Time, Urban landscape & Harbourside.

2: a 2nd mind map for your chosen theme with explanation

Why you chose it.

g At least six fresh photographs/images relating to your theme and one 

detailed pencil (full tone) drawing showing your finest skills. Annotate 

your drawing using artistic vocab (ask for key words to help you)

At least six fresh photographs/images relating to 

your theme and one detailed pencil (full tone) 

drawing showing your finest skills

AO4 (40%) Final Outcome / evidence of planning through annotation and designs Final Outcome / annotation / planning / design

h At least 3 detailed final design ideas for a final piece that are clearly 

annotated with links to AO1,2&3 – potential to start final pieces at 

home.

Revisit your final piece, started last year. Dialogue with

KFM or LTB on whether you develop/improve or re-do!

16 options for 

you to choose to 

work from that 

will build your 

portfolio

YEAR 11 ART (100% coursework) Lockdown KO SPRING TERM 2021

You must upload 
evidence of your 

work each week, on 
TEAMS (explain 
which you have 

done) & respond to 
feedback.


